2013, July 25

THURSDAY NIGHT CALL

TO LISTEN TO THIS CALL:
● GO TO BBS RADIO 2 & SCROLL DOWN THE SCHEDULE UNTIL YOU REACH THURSDAY NIGHT.
● CLICK ON “STARGATE ROUND TABLE” & THE INFORMATION PAGE WILL COME UP.
● UNDERNEATH THE PICTURE OF THE GALAXY AND THE LOTUS, YOU WILL SEE A BLUE BOX WITH
THE WORDS PROGRAM ARCHIVES.
● CLICK ON THAT BOX TO GET TO THE LISTING OF PROGRAM ARCHIVES.
● YOU CAN DOWNLOAD THE PROGRAM TO YOUR OWN COMPUTER OR LISTEN DIRECTLY.

Phone Numbers:

530 – 413 - 9537
530 - 763 – 1594
502 - 746 – 0341

BBS Toll Free

888-429-5471 [good for all of North America]

Host:

MariettaRobert

Opening Meditation: Angelsu
Mayan Calendar:

Rainbird

This is the Day Out of Time in the Mayan Calendar is the 365th day of the year as it starts on July 26th -it does
not have a month or a day name as the old calendar finished yesterday and the new one starts
tomorrow.
This one is 7 Akbal – speaks to our abundance and our participation; 7 tone – a conduit, the ability to move from
source back to matter – lots of magic in this tone.
26th July, Friday – 8 KAN - start of a New Year: KAN is the seed; 8 is a harmonic resonance tone, and the
seed is harmony seeking as well; this will carry us for the whole new year. We are in the Wave of Kaban, the
earth, being grounded; the earth will carry us for the next year too. The Seed is self-determination,
harmony seeking as well, openness to life, openness to right timing.
27th Sat – 9 CHICCHAN – the serpent – this is a seasonal day, a portal day which gives us the galactic energy doing expansion work and shedding old skin. 9 is completion, expansion
28th Sun – 10 CIMI – Cimi is the bridger of worlds, = birth & death, bringing the past and the future into the
NOW moment
29th Mon – 11 MANIK – the Diamond Tetrahedron formation comes into full flower on this day; manik is the
healing hand and healing deer; 11 tone is about letting go of what no longer serves us.
30th Tues – 12 LAMAT - a multidimensional, portal day – Lamat is the star gate – the crystal clear
understanding, the unity of polarity
31st Wed – 13 MULUC – the wave of Caban is finished with Muluc the moon;
1st Aug – Thurs – 1 OC – start a new wave; 1 Oc the dog = unconditional love
Oracle – destiny energies of 8 Kan:
Tone guide is LAMAT, the stargate – will guide us for this year
Support glyph is the eagle, MEN – we think of Nesara, as well
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Spirit teacher is Caban – earth energies, working with Mother Earth teachings – Caban is #17
which is an 8 energy
Challenge energy for the year is IK the magician or the jaquar priestess – at the place in the oracle that
brings up issues; we are taught from the other side!
Lots of synchronicity: lots of 8s:
Caban is 17 = 8; we are in an 8 month
Angelsu: asks about upping the energy from IK, the Jaquar energy – what would you suggest?
T: reads: call on your power as a visionary – this will be a time of timelessness [FOR THE WHOLE YEAR!]
you will be able to bring in clarity for self and for the people; use your integrity and impeccability when
you work with the people; give up your need to control others.
Rainbird: we do this with the support of Mother Earth, and of NESARA.. Happy New Year, everyone!
MR: Asking for help paying for BBS on Thursday nights.

Hard News:
R: this civilization on the brink of first contact
▪ Mr 19.5* hit it out of the park yesterday – working with the people! Lots of things going on that are intense
▪ will only continue. Has to do with going into the higher realms – we are called to active duty by our
Higher Selves which adhere to the discipline of Serapis Bey
T: the more we are able to glimpse what is real, the more illusions that are put up – as the Jaguar medicine
Rainbird referred to – the big one is “The Divine Province” situation.
[See below]
T's comments:
▪ James McBride – not a representative of St Germain; from Faction 1 or 2 – another illusion;
NESARA and St Germain are in charge – these people are NOT!
▪ This one is corrupt: connected with those currently in power and is aligned with the dinar groups;
dinars will not pay out in spite of what they are saying about countries sharing dinars - all things
will go to zero, including the value of the dinars.
▪ reminds everyone that they have have their home back, free and clear; land and every thing
else that has been taken from you. Dinars etc will not pay – the 78 programs closed in
April/May of 1999, so anything that happened after this date is not part of the 78 programs.
▪ KOS said it will be a lot sooner than Sept 1; this one who claims to represent St Germain:
HE IS NOT! When you look at their website, they know the law etc because THIS IS A
GALACTIC OPERATION and these ones are not involved!

2013, July 24

"All claims and accounts have been settled".

There is more to this than I am able to share at this time. "all claims and accounts have been settled"
includes: "mortgages", "credit card debt" and "IRS claims"! more shall be revealed....
Greetings
What a wonderful time to be alive on Mother Earth! We have been experiencing one grand shift
after another in this exciting transition out of the old and into our very own new creation.
But first allow me to list some of the changes we are seeing, feeling and experiencing as we make
this leap in consciousness.
September 1, 2013 seems to be a pivotal date although I cannot tell you exactly why or what to
expect. Here are some of what September 1 will bring:
• Ben Bernanke announced that he is resigning the Federal Reserve effective September 1,
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2013.
• One of the Federal Reserve Governors has resigned effective September 1, 2013.
• Janet Napolitano [Homeland Security] has resigned effective September 1, 2013.
• The Most Holy Francis issued an Apostolic Letter on July 11 and effective September 1,
2013 that effectively stripped away the immunity of all judges, attorneys, government
officials and all entities established under the Roman Curia [hint: All corporations are
established under the Roman Curia]. All of these "persons" can now be held accountable for
war crimes, crimes against humanity, [hint: Divine Spirit is humanity], for the unlawful
restrictions of the liberties of the divine spirit incarnate; for failure to settle the accounts; for
continued prosecution of claims already settled, etc.
EMERGENCE FROM BANKRUPTCY
On July 1, 2013 the world economic system rebooted the world into an economic system of
substance and value. To accomplish this feat the entire world emerged from bankruptcy and was
returned to solvency. All claims and accounts have been settled.
Why have we not heard this in the public media? You ask. There have been many announcements
around the world, each one making public one small piece of the whole. The United States is
resisting making any announcements so as not to incite chaos, [This is for our own good as we are
not capable of handling good news, you know]. Of course the real reason is that there is a
transitional window which they hope to exploit for their own profit and gain.
During this transitional window they may continue to prosecute and collect on these already settled
claims ………. UNLESS, the people are aware and timely object to the continued prosecution.
Once the objection is made they can no longer collect or prosecute their claim except under pains
and penalties of war crimes and crimes against humanity. Remember they are operating under
Letters of Marque and Reprisal under the laws of war and conquest. After September 1, 2013 they
can be held accountable!
We had several cases before the courts on Friday with wonderfully exciting results! Thanks to the
inspired efforts of Rob in Maryland we were able to see, feel and experience a major shift in the
courts this past week.
What a wonderful time to be alive on Mother Earth!
R: spoke with Mr X today: in spite of the distractions – fake investigations, Darryl Issa wanting to
stop Saturday delivery of the mail and door-to-door deliveries [Ed Schulz told Issa you'll have to deal
with me – seniors need their mail; he is challenging Issa to a one-onone meeting on the Post Office]
Mr X- it is the absolute obsrruction and refusal to work with Obama
There is a moment here with the diamond tetrahedron - magical moments happening: love
this ones in the midst of the chaose
Mr X: the train accident – another discraction – they have some kind of technology that
means at one moment you have the wheel, the next you are face to face with a tree – the train was
going 190 km/hr around a curve, more than twice the speed; then there was an explosion, and then
it went off the rails – same thing that happened with Michael Hastings.
MR: why do they keep perpetrating the lie that the Post Office is losing money when the Post Office
is not part of the gov't
T: the ones involved – they are lawyers and know how to manipulate
▪ Bush Jr started this in 2006 and said PO said they had to put billions against future
employees all up the way to 2075
MR: it's all to make the PO look like it's not doing well.
R: the biggest union in the US is the postal workers – want to shut them down and put in couriers
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T: Detroit – a state judge said is was unconstitutional as per the state constitution to take people's
pensions away; this week, a federal judge knocked this decision down so Detroit can take
that money.
▪ What they are going to try and do between now and Sept 1 is steal as much money as they can from the
people – they will not care about laws at all. It will get way, way more intense.
R: They have lost it in terms of morality – why Mother comes in now.
T: Janet Napolitano has stepped down because she is responsible with Hillary Clinton for ordering drone
strikes.
MR: talking of the guy in Russia – how he explains what HAARP really is – NOT just research.
T: KOS has said: they are not using HAARP at all – it is nothing compared to what they have on the Space
Station – magnetic particle beam technology: one car gets burned up & the one beside it is fine.
▪ This is how the base of the Towers came down.
T: July 25, 1941 – Emmet Tills birthday if he were still alive.
R: the juror on the Zimmerman trial – said Z got away with murder
MR heard it on national news tonight
T: they gave different instructions to the jury than what was given to the public
▪ difference between the standard law of Florida and Stand your Ground Law
– you cannot use the Stand your Ground Law if you were the accoster – and he was when he did
not listen to the officer at the call centre and got out of his car
▪ when they showed the image of Trayon Martin's torso – not him! A Rap singer who was way
bigger than Trayvon. ! They lied their way through everything.
Guest: Craig Campobasco – directing a movie called Strangers in the Pentagon
Cathy Lauren followed up on the suggestion to have Craig on the program
1967 – the book was first published; he read it in the 80s
Long time ago, there would be gatherings of those who had had experiences – thousands meeting in the
desert
Stranger at the Pentagon with Craig Campobasso LIVE on UFOPM ...

► 60:06► 60:06
www.youtube.com/watch?v=X7BLX1ZdFf8
Jun 8, 2013 - Uploaded by Jon Kelly
Stranger at the Pentagon with Craig Campobasso LIVE on UFOPM. ... Craig is also producing,
directing ...
ABOUT THE PROJECT - FILM SYNOPSIS:

"The landing of Valiant Thor was perhaps the first documented landing of a human-type
alien by military officials. He met with President Eisenhower and Vice President Richard
Nixon for an hour, then the alien was put on VIP status and shuttled back to the Pentagon."
--Harley Byrd, Project Blue Book, Division of United States Air Force
"Stranger at the Pentagon" is inspired by True Events from the book of the same name. It
was first published in 1967. It remains a UFO classic to date.
Author Dr. Frank E. Stranges met Commander Valiant Thor, a Created Being and spiritual
representative of the universe on Christmas Eve in 1959.
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Our story begins when Thor lands on Earth in his technological wonder "Victor One" on
Saturday, March 16, 1957 at 8:00 AM. President Eisenhower, Vice President Richard
Nixon, the Joint Chiefs of Staff--all rush to the Oval Office to meet with the
extraterrestrial. When Thor explains his presence, the men ponder his endless technological
possibilities. They contemplate their future strategy either using friendship or force to gain
control. Thor’s three year invitation to reside at the Pentagon under VIP status begins.
A designated Vice General in the Joint Chiefs of Staff has plans to climb the military
ladder. Thor is his goal. To attain what Thor knows will ensure the United States military
supremacy over the world, and status with his superiors. When all else fails, he takes Thor
to the Empyrean, the leader of 13 men who make-up the SSS: the Secret Shadow Society-the men who really run the world from behind the corporate curtain. The Empyrean has
liaisons across the universe with malevolent beings who have groomed him on how to
handle Thor.
Will Commander Thor succumb to the evils of the SSS? Will the government gain control
over him and his technology? What is the fate of the Earth? Who will tell the “stranger” at
the pentagon’s story--in the government cover-up of all government cover-ups?
*******************************************************************************
"Stranger at the Pentagon” movie will answer these questions:
Where does Commander Valiant Thor come from?
Why did he come to Earth?
Who appointed him?
Did other Created Beings come with him?
What is a Created Being?
What powers do Created Beings have?
What do the advanced technologies on board the Victor Class Saucers and the Starship
look like and how do they function?
Is there life on other planets in the Milky Way Galaxy?
Is there religion on other worlds?
Is there a hierarchy to the universe?
Is there a Universal Sovereign?
▪ Dr Frank Stranges, with whom Craig talked over all the script of the movie, died in 2008.
▪ Craig got help from people who worked with James Cameron and the person who built the uniforms
for the first space movies
MR: her grandson has the red camera and the equipment; he is a DT, as well! MR went to the desert in
1975 when Daniel Fry and others were putting things together.
CC: CC and Dr Frank went to the Integraton and Dr Frank showed Craig the entire site and where
everything happened.
▪ Robert Short, the last guy now is a channeler of ET information; he has video and photos from that era; all
kinds of people from all over the universe came to talk to all kinds of people – Craig has talked to 4 people who
have met Valiant Thor. The sisters trying to get the George van Tassel story made into a film, too.
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Www.StrangeratthePentagon.com is the website; has videos of promos, story of Valiant Thor with Dr
Frank telling the story; has stills, too
Out of print: Stranger at the Pentagon; Outwitting Tomorrow – Valiant Thor & Dr Frank; UFO
Conspiracy; Millenium Seven. By Dr Frank
There are posters of Victor 1 which hols up to 200 people, and a star ship that is 14 mil long and 7 mi wide –
trying to raise $ to make a short film – we can donate as we like to.
▪ For a donation of $25: Craig will autograph Stranger at the Pentagon, give a Valiant Thor wristband, and will
send a copy of the film when it is done.
▪ Now doing visual effects and sound track – to get a copy of the short film, have to make a donation.
▪ The big film will be in the theatres.
▪ They need post production funding to get it done; they want to put it in film festivals, too to drum up more
interest – Craig had no idea of the excitement that people have for seeing the short film done about the fully
conscious beings in the universe.
▪ Val has been here in trying to woo the gov't into a higher vibration; left on Mar 16, 1960; came back with a new
commission – he has been here since mar 16, 1961 – Vice Commanders Don, Thon, Theil, Zann + Yeniaya who
is a creative being out of Melchizedek; then the Victor class ship is located around the earth [thinks there are 267
stations – Victor 1 is by Lake Meade in Las Vegas – the ship is anchored over some big rocks way out in the lake
– if you could see on a still day, you'd find dead insects around it!
Caller: Is this the same Thor of the mythical Aries and Thor? Craig does not know – brings up the notion that
one radio show host said Valiant Thor could just be a title – it was Kevin Smith who said that.
Caller: he is a real person. CC: he is from Venus
Cathy L: would Valiant Thor have a message for us? CC: to work on ourselves spiritually so that we are doing
everything in unconditional love which is how the planet raises – no more anger, hate and being in other people's
dramas. He woke up in the '80s – he had UFO parties and meditation parties and within a year, they were right
there with him!
Cathy: could you share how your fascination began? CC: he could feel and sense energies around him as a little
kid; at the age of 10 he woke up and saw an angel in its astral body floating in his bedroom. Also at 10, in the
bath tub, he went into a catatonic state and his soul went out into the cosmos and heard the beating of the cosmos
and he heard the questions we all ask who am I? Etc etc
▪ He can remember being on craft and being taught things; when he woke up at 26, he began to work with the
masters who woke him up quickly. He felt every cell in his body turn into golden light; saw the beauty behind
the creation of everything on the planet; he could see the auras around people & their soul history; he wept for 8
months anywhere from 8 - 12 x a day; He was taught much – they wanted him to write about it, the book was
400 pages; then he went to Mt Shasta and had a major experience with the I AM.
▪ When he came home, one of his teachers said “What if we say you wrote that book for yourself? After that
book, he wrote the book he was intended to write: The Autobiography of an Extra Terrestrial Saga: I AM
Thyron . It's in a Speilberg/Lucas story – immensely spiritual. This has come out of the Melchizedek star seed
program that is to raise the consciousness on other worlds, especially focusing on earth on the moment:
Melchizedek is an outer space planetary city of 490 planets!
▪ When he wrote this, they told him to keep writing until he heard nothing no more!!! It was channeled – he had
no idea where the story was going.
Www.autobiographyofanet.comSylvia Browne read the book in one night, and wrote the forward

at once.

▪ E-mail him off the website and he will autograph it for you – hardcover & softcover. - will be a trilogy of
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books – read the back of the book first so you understand the structure of the universe
Cathy: who is Thryon? CC: the lead ET in the story: all has to do with duality. Thryon is one of the anomalies
and was born dualistic – he learns how to quicken his duality into becoming fully conscious
Cathy: what role will Valiant Thor play now? CC: their ships are capable - on the big motherships, they can
record the band width of every living creature on earth, their spiritual progression, and where their thoughts are
at any moment – so they monitor people if their intentions are negative and they also report what they learn to
the higher ups – he wonders with the things that are going on like chemtrails and pollution if they remove things
like that. When you think about it, each thought helps you balance as you go back and forth and learn the
meaning of balance. They are able to do this – when Dr Frank was alive, he said that Thor and the crew members
are in touch with many on earth in various walks of life; they also oversee much that goes on.
▪ He had also asked Dr Frank the question – he said teh commander is always so busy and had such a heavy
burden on his shoulders to oversee the development of what is going on; Dr Frank never saw him smile at
anything until in the '80s and Dr frank met him in the 50s'. The Vice Commanders have quite different
personalities – talks of the creative one who used to pick up Dr Frank and try to guess his weight.
▪ In the morning, they got together to state their intention for the day and sing; another fascinating thing on
Victor 1 is a history coin machine; you can sit in it or see it in the theatre; there are coins etched in blue light: to
watch the life of Cleopatra, you order the coin from the Akashic records pop it in the machine and watch it –
anything you want!
MR: speaks of the crystals which are records of events CC: there are little markings on the side of little
pyramids: when you see crystals with little moles on the side shaped like a pyramid – that is a recorder crystal.
He describes a crystal a friend of his found in the Amazon – a crystal from Atlantis – he shared it with no one but
back in the late 80s he showed it to Craig and said the crystal wanted to go home with him for a few days! One
night, Craig woke up and went in his astral body to the kitchen and the crystal downloaded its information to his
light body; the light body downloaded into his physical body and his body shook for 10 minutes later. When the
information comes in you, it is like encapsulated pills and comes out slowly so you can take time to examine it.
Eventually it comes out with your own intuition.
▪ Says there a lot of famous actors who have been abducted or someone in their family has been or they are
having big spiritual experiences – we are all quickening because we are rising into Christ Consciousness which
was Christ Consciousness before he was on the planet! Then the world will go into telepathy – when he writes,
he hears them talking to him and he knows who is talking. Think of when you become fully telepathic: we can
exchange our feelings through our thoughts and feel and see our soul history and see the incredible light we each
are. Those who are fully conscious see and feel on a deep level: sometimes they are more affected than we are!
Which is why our guides stay with us.
▪ Cathy: asks if he spends time with the Vice Commanders? CC he had a lucid dream the day he started writing
the scrip – Valiant thor came to him and showed him the whole path of the development of the film. Tells the
story he told Frank Chille – when he first started writing the book he knew who some of them were and would
feel a click in his neck – they let him know they were there. He saw a woman in a uniform but did not know who
she was.
▪ A friend did a reading for him – in 2001, when he moved into his new place and set up his couches, he felt the
presence of Valiant Thor and his VCs – why were they here? Two months later, he met Dr Frank! And when he
started writing, he saw the woman with the red hair again – and again he wondered who she was. Dr Frank
visited Valiant Thor and the Vice Commanders and Theil said “Hi” - it was the one he saw 10 years ago. He
worked with them all during his first book too – he felt everyone come to him and share their energy with him
▪ he made the changes to the script by taking the writing to Dr Frank who gave it to Valiant Thor who held it in
his hands and absorbed the text; the next morning, he sat at his computer and all the changes came to him from
what he had downloaded over the night from VT.
▪ Theil is fascinated with earth people; she teaches the others about us, and has earth people come to the ship.
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Talks about his experience with an obstructed bowel and how Theil helped him and how Dr Frank was there
when he woke up in the hospital with a message from
Cathy: we know Dr Frank Stranges wanted us to know about this – what he specifically want to say today if he
were here? CC: speaks of how he talked with Dr frank and how he would share which came up to him as they
talked – he shared personal things that he had experienced with them CC has been on the ships astrally, but not
in the physical.
MR: tells of her experience in the astral going to the ships: the healing space, the piano – asking to go travelling
without the 3D stuff involved
CC: Thyron's ship – the metal is an organic material that is fused with his own DNA; he is the only one who can
thought jump his ship from one place to another in the universe!
MR: the healing technologies - lying over the table and the light, sound and vibration things that happened –
has been told to share as that is how we all learn!
▪ Repeats the phone #s so people can call in.
T: feels like she is on a ship just talking to him; CC – when we all talk about it, we are moved into that
resonance Dr Frank talked of going on the ships and how you take off your clothes and have a cleansing shower,
put on a space suit and no longer have need of glasses or anything else; only need them when we get off the ship.
CC tells of a man who married someone from Venus and stopped aging.
Caller1: can you explain the statement about the star seeding program from Melchizedek?
Melchizedek is the universe's university, the outer space city of 490 cities; Mel is the school
the created being Unia is one of the master teachers who comes out of melchizedek and is on Victor 1
The star seeding program – there was a calling out to the universe about getting the earth back into its full
consciousness; the earth is a living being, and she wants to be fully conscious again – she gives us all we need,
and if we do nothing for her, she will die. So the calling went out everywhere and fully conscious beings said I
will go to sleep and let my soul be incarnated on the earth as a star seed and because I have been fully conscious
and am going back into a dualistic state, I can handle it more easily and help the planet raise up – so when lots of
people do this, the consciousness of the earth raises – and since the 70s, the amount of spiritual material has
grown enormously.
Caller1: is a neo-natal nurse has seen so many changes with the kind of beings coming in – had never heard the
star seed program explained in such a way, and knows it is so.
CC: there are different classes of star seed messengers: some only come for a short time and leave and come
again as every race, creed and religion on the planet; then they come in as a mighty messenger and have a much
bigger mission.
Caller2: how can we get an autographed copy, etc
CC: www.autobiographyofanet.com

Softcover is $21 with S & H, Hardcover is $25 with S&H;

▪ email him: Craigcampobasso@gmail.com and tell him you want it
▪ for a donation of $25 for the Stranger at the Pentagon short film, and various things –
www.strangeratthepentagon.com
www.autobiographyofanet.com
or email him as well.
T: how close to being done? CC at the end of this year, beginning of next; from there, they will go into full
length feature film – the short one is about drumming up interest – also wants to hear from anyone who has met
Valiant Thor.
Cathy: why did he choose to take this on – coming back from Venus to do this?
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CC: Valiant Thor told Dr Frank that he knew this commission was coming when he came in 1957 and he
waited a long time to get this job on earth! He wants to be here and to help! Only in our wildest dreams do we
think of angels etc – not a part of our everyday life as they are in the fully conscious world. People think we are
automatons on this planet – just to have the knowledge that they are there to help us and to connect
▪ all we have to do is meditate & if we don't know how to meditate, go to Jonathan Goldman's website and
download the 7 minute chakra exercise, listen to the music and then call forth the angel you want to see and
you will feel it.
▪ The message in closing is to work on ourselves spiritually; we came here to work on ourselves spiritually and
to grow and not to get in other people's dramas.
MR: was going to ask what was Val Thor's message tonight & we just got it!
CC: it is up to us who are incarnated to do the work – we are all a community of souls no matter what planet we
come from; we are all part of the One.
MR: thanks Craig and invites him back whenever.
CC: to make a donation to help with the Stranger at the Pentagon program, go to the website. The books he is
offering are new as well as one of a kind cool stuff!!!
MR: thanks to Cathy, Craig, Frank Chille and George Filer
Rama: has been listening, so heartening to hear all that has been said. Has been going on to the ships since 1966
in the physical – have you ever sat with Captain Ashtar? CC – he has seen Ashtar who came to him a couple of
years ago in a dream – he was looking up and a golden light was bathing him and he turned so Craig so could
see every aspect of him. Craig went back to sleep and asked Ashtar to do it again – and he did! George van
Tassel was the very first one to channel Ashtar!
R: his parents took him to the Giant Rock Conventions and they sat for days and days!
T: all Rama's contacts say we are right in the birth canal: everything is leading up to this that we are going to sit
with these folks, just as Barack Obama does
▪ Yes, on the 3D level it is getting intense, but we are being told to get ourselves up higher so we will be fed, and
then we can assist the others. As Rainbird says, the different guides being brought together are to help us get
together and help others. As Craig says we have taken so much from Earth Mother and if we don't give back, we
will let her die. In spite of the fact that she is getting help, we cannot sit back and let them do it [galactics] – as
we ask them to help, they will.
MR: it is why she feels so passionate about getting the farmers to work the land well – to get the land back to
being healthy
T: we are our own way showers; the smallest thing of thinking about not being worthy: transmute it as the
awesomeness of who we are, we are just beginning to grasp! When she and Rama met at a friend's house in
Santa Fe, Rama and his sister were channeling and Ashtar came through the sister and said hats off to you folks,
as you volunteered to be the ground crew as this is where the work is needed. The best is yet to come and yes,
they are kicking up like crazy – eg the thing in North Carolina: the house Republicans voted to slash by 34% the
environmental protection agency both in the Federal Repubs and Congress, and the Repubs in North Carolina.
She reads from Rachel: they want to ban women exposing their nipples in public for any reason whatever = 30
days in jail! A proposal also wants NC to declare an official religion in violation of the Federal Bill of Rights.
And teachers to tell children in Grade 7 that if you have an abortion, you will not be able to have children later –
potential for miscarriages or not being able to have children at all. This is not considered a risk by the Centre for
Disease control or Ob/gyn doctors. NC House approves restrictions on abortion clinics in NC. THIS HAS BEEN
PASSED IN NC!!. And take $90 million out of public schools and give it to private schools. Reorganize the
fiscal structure of the state so they can give the millionaires in the state a cheque for $10,000/tax cut! Plus
limited guns in playgrounds & other public recreation areas plus in bars! They have a veto-proof congress and
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Senate if the governor would wish to veto a bill – but why would he when your ideas are so good! Especially the
nipple one! [T: these bills passed in both houses.]
As your agenda is nipple banning, and giving millionaires $10,000 you should be worrying about what people
think of you - yet the Federal Supreme Court gutting the Voting Rights Laws means NC . . . remembers to tell us
that Eric Holder intervened on July 25, using Section 3C of the Voting Rights Act – and he said this is not going
to be the last time. The states all across the country are not going to get away with this!
MR: asks Rainbird what she is experiencing in NC – what is the backlash?
Rainbird: her rep is a tea party one; given a lot of money by the Koch Bros to do what she is doing. She does
not like what is happening.
MR: when is this all going to be over?
T: Sept 1 – these ones can be arrested according to the Divine province thing; yet NESARA has been in place
since 2008 when the Heidi thing happened and the Bank of International Law zeroed out the world economies
and we have been inside NESARA law since then; the White Knights/Faction 3 have been way ahead of the
game, and watching people like Bernanke or Napolitano bail – these ones will not get away with anything! What
we did today was great and thanks to Cathy – find some more goodies like this: the sooner the people catch on
that this is a galactic operation and that they are part of it, the sooner things happen.
Closing:
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